Structural Engineering

WML the go-to group for port works
Bunge Agribusiness tapped WML for its Bunbury grain facility
due to our long history of work at the port which gives us greater
insight into the site’s conditions and challenges.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS

Design and integrity assessment for
structures of any size.
• Steel, aluminium, timber, and reinforced concrete design
• Existing structure extensions and additions
• Multi-use building design for industrial, mining, government, and
private owners
• Structural inspections for remediation planning, pre-purchase, and
dilapidation

New Structural Design
Our structural team offers extensive experience in designing structures of
steel, reinforced concrete, timber and other less common materials. They
specialise in providing customised, cost-effective building solutions.

Iluka Drive Hopper Design
For infrastructure works at its Tutunup South
facility, Iluka relied upon WML’s expertise to
provide detailed design, tender documentation,
schedules of quantities and pre-tender cost
estimates.

Asset Integrity Services
Rust never sleeps, but you can rest easily after our Structural Group
assesses your facilities. Maximise your plant shutdowns with prioritised
recommendations for maintenance and rehabilitation actions.
GITS Library Modifications

Forensic Investigation and Testimony
When the worst happens, you need to know why and how to avoid a
repeat. Our investigative expertise can help determine where and why
a structure failed, providing objective expert testimony when it counts.

To provide its existing library with a more open
aspect, Goldfields Institute of Technology relied
on WML’s Kalgoorlie team to provide a design
that allowed removal of the structure’s four
central columns, providing an uninterrupted
floor plan.

Expansion Assessment and Design
If you have outgrown your facilities, our Structural Group can provide
advice on additions, staged expansion and growth planning for future
works.

Bridges and Civil Structures
From bridges to tunnels, flood defense structures to retaining walls, our
structural team can provide new designs or advice for modifying and
refurbishing existing structures.
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Bannister Road Bridge
WML assisted in the refurbishment of the
Department of Biodiversity, Conservation and
Attractions timber bridge 7353 on Pemberton’s
Bannister Road by providing detailed design
and documentation.
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